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Abstract
When teaching an introductory course of analysis or calculus, many
colleagues resort to infinitesimals as useful metaphors to convey
understanding. For some ten years or so a group of teachers in Geneva
(Switzerland) has been striving to go beyond the metaphor ! the holy
grail being to introduce analysis in a mathematically rigorous way, yet
close enough to intuitive concepts and with a lower degree of technical
difficulty than classical approaches. In collaboration with professor
Hrbacek (CUNY) a first version of this approach is now completed and
has been used in several classes this year. In the following we present
classroom material and discuss how students respond.
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After some attempts at teaching what we might call ``naive nonstandard analysis''
(Kimber & O'Donovan, 2006) it became obvious that there are pedagogical advantages.
The cognitive improvements are considerable. Still, if it was to be more than a metaphor
and truly mathematics, some foundational research had to be done. This lead to the
collaboration with professor Hrbacek (CUNY) who had developed a form of nonstandard
analysis which seemed best fit to meet our requirements (O’Donovan 2007).
A preliminary remark is necessary for the mathematically trained reader. Many of
us have been taught that infinitesimals do not exist, or that if they do exist they are not
real numbers. Here, we will be talking about extremely small quantities, called ultrasmall
numbers, within the real numbers. This may be felt as conflicting knowledge by some.
We can testify that students, being ignorant of the subject, do not share this feeling (for
this once, we will say that their ignorance is a blessing!) The existence of these ultrasmall
and corresponding ultralarge real numbers are due to extra axioms which will not be
discussed here. It should be enough to know that it has been proven in (Hrbacek, 2004)
that these axioms add no contradiction to the universe of mathematics i.e., they are
perfectly safe. 1
This description does not aim at being complete but rather at showing why we
consider that it provides an interesting option for teaching and learning analysis.

Context
In Geneva high schools (pre-university: years 12 and 13) students have had no
prior teaching of calculus when they start studying analysis and they will be required to
1

In very short, this work is related to nonstandard analysis of which there are two main trends:
Robinson's hyperreal number system (Robinson, 1966), where no axioms are added but an extension of the
reals results from a rather complicated construction; and Nelson's IST (Nelson, 1977) in which extra
axioms are added. Hrbacek's approach, FRIST (Hrbacek, 2007), extends Péraire's RIST (Péraire, 1992)
which is an extension of Nelson's ideas.
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be able to prove most of the theorems they use. They know the definition of a function in
terms of input set, output set and a rule. They can solve f ( x) = 0 in simple polynomial or
trigonometric cases, and by plotting selected points, they draw rough approximations of
curves. The notion of slope applies only to straight lines. Classical courses in analysis
have dropped teaching the full blown Weierstrassian ε − δ theory as it is considered too
complicated. Instead, a hand-waving definition of the limit is given and the main
properties (sum of limits is limit of sums, etc.) are given without proof. The motivation
for our research is to increase meaning and yet bring back some mathematical rigor in the
classroom.

New concepts
First exercises are meant to make students suggest answers following their
intuition and are given with no prior explanation.
If h is a positive value which is extremely small (even smaller than that!),
what can you say about the size of h 2 , 2h and !h ? What can you say about
2 + h and 2h ? What can you say about 1 ? If N is a positive huge number
h
(really very huge!), what can you say about N 2 , 2N and ! N ? What can you
say about N + 2 and N ! 2 ? What can you say about 1 ? What can you say
N
about N ?
2
Students respond well to these exercises and it is clear that the concept of
``infinitesimal'' is already present in their mind. (How this concept arises as part of what
becomes intuitive is not addressed here even though it is a very interesting aspect.) The
metaphor of a microscope is classical in nonstandard analysis, but zooming in or out is
also a useful alternative. Using a computer and a beamer, students can be shown what
happens when one zooms in on the curve of a function. Then they are asked what would
appear under a superpowerful zoom. And then by zooming out, faraway parts become
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visible. Occasionally, students will have difficulty in ``guessing'' that the reciprocal of an
extremely small number is extremely large. This shortcoming would also be a drawback
in a more traditional approach with limits so this type of exercise is probably necessary at
a preliminary stage for analysis in general.
A discussion with students on how small can positive numbers be, or how long is
an instant, always lead to answers involving infinitesimals. Our school has students of 84
nationalities and so many different cultures and we have not yet had a single student for
whom the concept of infinitesimal is unknown. Students appear to feel safe about the fact
that their guesses are correct; it is possible to tell them that (in their study of calculus)
there will be almost no new concept, but we will formalize these and they will discover
the power of this formalization; they will reach new conclusions, yet at a very
fundamental level, they already know the essential concepts. (Which does not mean that
everything will be easy...)
Using the yet undefined term of ``vanishingly small'' the following exercise
introduces all the fundamental concepts for the derivative.
Make a sketch and calculate the average slope over an interval of
vanishingly small length h of the function f : x a x 2 centered on 1, f (1) .
When you zoom out so that h becomes vanishingly small, what can you
say about the value of the slope?
Here, the slope is obviously 2 + h and when zooming out, the slope becomes
indistinguishable from 2.
The key innovation of Hrbacek's approach (with respect to other nonstandard
analysis approaches) is hinted at in the following exercise. There are not only two levels:
``ordinary numbers'' and numbers which are visible only through a metaphorical
microscope; there are always other ``finer'' levels which are invisible without an extra
microscope.
Now consider that you have shrunk and that you are of the size of the h
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of the above exercise. Imagine also an extremely small positive value k !

extremely small relative to your new size! what can you say about h ? What can
you say about k 2 ? What can you say about 2 + h ? What can you say about

2+k ?
Students' first guess is almost always correct: h is not ultrasmall anymore
because the context has changed. 2 + h is not extremely close to 2 but 2 + k is, and k 2 is
really very small!
After introductory exercises, formalization may start.
Axiom 1: Levels. Given real numbers x1 , …, xn there is a coarsest level at which
x1 , …, xn appear. If a number appears at a level, it appears at all finer levels. Every

number defined in a unique way, without using the concept of level, appears at the
coarsest level.
Definition: ultrasmall and ultralarge. Relative to a level, a real number is
ultrasmall if it is nonzero and its absolute value is smaller than any positive number
appearing at that level. A real number is ultralarge if its absolute value is larger than any
positive number appearing at that level. Two numbers are ultraclose if their difference is
ultrasmall or zero.
Axiom 2 : Ultrasmall and Ultralarge numbers. Relative to any level, there exist
ultralarge and ultrasmall numbers.
Of course, this implies that an ultrasmall number does not appear at the context
level.
Note for mathematicians: axioms 1 and 2 are about the level of individual
numbers, not about the set of numbers. The definition is later extended to say that an
object appears at the level of the parameters needed to define it. Levels are not needed to
define the real numbers as a whole, hence the set of real numbers appears at coarsest
level. As does the interval [0;1] . Nonetheless, these sets contain numbers of all levels
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(due to axiom 2). Intuitively, the interval [0;1] is defined using 0 and 1 but it contains
ultrasmall numbers: a set and its elements do not share the same properties. Students do
not have the reflex of collecting objects into sets, so this causes difficulty only to the
newcomer mathematician.
We have observed that for some students, the concept of ``extremely large''
seems more natural at first than ``extremely small''. Yet when considering the reciprocal,
the extremely small becomes easier to grasp because, as a student put it ``we know where
it is'' whereas the extremely large are somewhere far away. The concept of extremely
large has a somewhat fleeting quality to it, quantities ``moving away''. Extremely small
values don't move around. They have no space for that. So once these extremely small
quantities have been grasped, it is possible to use the reciprocal again and this time,
extremely large numbers, being linked to ``fixed'' extremely small numbers, can be
understood as numbers which are not moving away.
The terms ``infinitesimal'' and ``infinitely large'' are not used for several reasons.
Infinite sets are sets whose cardinality cannot be given by a natural number. Here, we
have ultralarge integers: they are finite yet huge. So to avoid ambiguities we will not keep
the usage common to nonstandard analysis practice and change to ``ultralarge''. Then of
course, the reciprocal ``ultrasmall'' seems the obvious word, as is the word ``ultraclose''.
In fact, the ``ultra'' prefix allows to define other concepts in a very natural way. Between

x and x + h , if h is ultrasmall then the tangent can be an ``ultraprecise'' approximation
to the function, the integral is defined using ``ultrathin'' slices, etc. Another reason is that
even though students have a good intuition about infinity, some consider (not wrongly)
that infinity plus one is infinity. As we will consider that if N is ultralarge then

N + 1 > N , we avoid misunderstandings by introducing a new word and saying that it is
``almost'' what they think it intuitively is. Also, if N is greater than zero, then ! N is less
than N , it is smaller, whereas we need to talk about magnitudes as given by distances to
zero. By defining ultralarge to be very big in absolute value and ultrasmall to be very
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close to zero, we are in fact closer to many people's intuitive use of the word.
Definition: Context level. A context level of a property, a function or a set, is a
level at which all its parameters appear.
The parameters are easily listed. A context level is thus easily determined: the
words ``ultrasmall'' and ``ultralarge'' will always be understood relatively to the context
level and if a and b are ultraclose relative to the context level this is written

a"b
(A context level is understood, not explicitly given. This fact will prove to be important.)
Note for mathematicians: We
! say a context level and not the context level. In
effect, we start by fixing a context at which all parameters of a function appear, then we
consider the context level, that which has been fixed.
Relative to a context level at which a appears, if h is ultrasmall, the a + h " a .
Intuitively, it seems reasonable that (a + h) 2 " a 2 which means that we must be able to
show that 2ah " 0 and h 2 " 0 . This last one is obvious as, wlog for positive
h , we have
!
0 < h < 1 ! 0 < h 2 < h < 1 , but the first statement needs an extra axiom:
!

!

Axiom!3 : Closure. f ( x) appears at the level of f and x .
Closure means that the result of operations appear at the level of the numbers

involved in the operation. Numbers of finer level do not appear unless they have been
explicitly summoned.
Note for mathematicians: We say that numbers appear at a given level, that they
are of a level and not that numbers are in levels. By the closure principle, we get that

n + 1 appears at the same level as n , yet we cannot use this argument to prove that all
whole numbers appear at the coarsest level. Levels are not sets and induction cannot be
used on collections which are not sets. There are many cases of collections which are not
sets (the collection of all sets for instance) but usually we do not need to consider these.
Here, we are suddenly exposed to these unusual objects. But we will never really need to
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collect them and only use the fact that ultrasmall numbers, for instance, do not appear at
the context level.
There are two other rules which apply but are not necessarily explicitly specified
to students: if a reference is made to levels, it may only be to the context level. If this rule
is not followed, pathological objects can be defined, but as all definitions are given here
relative to the context level, a student would need to invent her own definitions in order
to define such illegal objects. We do not use a symbol to express that a appears at the
level of b (such a symbol exists in the full theory). Everything has been written in such a
way as to make illegal references very difficult. ( a " b for instance, automatically refers
to a context level because it has been defined that way, hence ultraclose relative to
another level than a context level would !
require the invention of another symbol.)
Another axiom which needs to be mentioned but requires no specific comment for
teaching is that if a statement is true when referring to a context level, it remains true
when referring to any context level. It expresses the fact that it is not very important
which level is used as a context level provided it is fine enough. Hence when studying
two different functions which do not appear at the same level, a context level will be any
level at least as fine as the finer of the two, yet all results found considering this context
level about the coarser function remains true. For instance, the derivative does not depend
on which context level is used. This principle is analogous to nonstandard analysis'
transfer.
First rules. If (relative to some context level) ! is ultrasmall, its reciprocal 1/ !
is ultralarge. By contradiction: Without loss of generality assume ! > 0 and that 1/ ! < b
for some b > 0 appearing at the context level. Then we would have 1/ b < ! . By closure,

1/ b appears at the context level and this contradicts that ! is ultrasmall. Hence 1/ ! is
ultralarge.
If a > 0 is not ultralarge and ! is ultrasmall (relative to some context level), then

a • " # 0 . If a appears at a context level and " # 0 (also assumed to be positive), then

!
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a • " # 0 (otherwise a ! # " b for some b appearing at the context level and " ! b / a : a
contradiction. Then if a is not ultralarge it is less than some c appearing at the context

!

level hence a • " < c • " # 0 .
With these rules, if a appears at a context level and N is ultralarge, then

!

(a + 1/N) 2 = a 2 + 2a /N + 1/N 2 " a 2 .

Rules such as a " x and b " y imply a • b " x • y (provided a and b are not ultralarge)
are simple exercises,!using decompositions such as x = a + ! with " # 0 .
property is that if a and b appear at the context level and a " b ,
! An important
!
!
then a = b . By closure, a ! b appears at the context! level. If a " b then a ! b is
ultrasmall or zero. As it appears at the context level it cannot be ultrasmall,
hence it is
!
zero and a = b .
!
With these axioms and definitions students can start studying derivatives. These
properties and rules are almost certainly not completely understood by the students at this
stage, but familiarity will be best achieved by working with them. Except for one other
axiom which would be necessary for continuity, no extra ``black boxes'' will be
introduced: it is not necessary to introduce that the limit of a sum is the sum of the limits
and such. Everything here follows from properties of numbers. As these properties are
used again and again, students gradually become proficient.

Derivative
One of the advantages of this approach is that it is possible to start by the
derivative without spending time on the difficult concept of limit. Starting with
derivatives has the advantage of introducing something really new. For students,
continuity is either considered trivial or not understood for the more sophisticated
aspects. Similarly with limits. Asymptotes have been studied in an experimental way the
year before, using the calculator to find values of, say, 1/ x for x close to zero. And all
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teachers know that ``new'' is always more interesting for students.
Let
f : x a x2 .

For the slope of the curve of f at x = 3 we look at the variation of the function
for an increment h > 0 of the independent variable. A context level is a level
where the parameters 3 and 2 appear: the coarsest level or any finer level. Let
the increment h be ultrasmall ! it is ultrasmall, not zero. The average slope
between 3 and 3 + h is
f (3 + h) ! f (3) (3 + h) 2 ! 32
=
= 6 + h.
h
h

We obtain the same result with a negative increment. 6 and h can both be seen
at the level of h hence 6 + h can be seen at the level of h . The part of 6 + h that
can be seen at the context level (without a microscope) is 6 , hence the slope
that we can see at the coarsest level is 6 so we define

f !(3) = 6.
This result does not depend on the choice of the ultrasmall h and is called the

derivative of f at x = 3 . General case: when studying the slope of f at x we
consider a context level at which x and 2 appear and look at the part of the
result which is at the context level, but we use increments which are ultrasmall
(relative to the context level).
( x + h) 2 ! x 2
= 2x + h
h

and the part of the result at the context level is 2x . And this is for all x , which is
the classical result. ( 2x appears at the level of x because 2x = x + x : a familiar
operation does not change the level of the result.) We write f !( x) = 2 x and say
that f is differentiable at x if f !( x) exists.
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At this stage, one might say that there is no big improvement on the classical
definition with the `` h tends to zero.'' Yet cognitively there is. Teaching limits, we are
continuously confronted with questions such as, yes but does h ``reach'' zero, and if it
does not, where does it stop? ``Tending to'' and ``reaching'' are ! in a student's mind
! completely different concepts, and defining the limit as that which we never reach is

well known to be one of the major stumbling blocks to teaching analysis. An explanation
which deals with quantifiers is difficult at this stage for two completely different reasons.
On the mathematical side, any concept which uses quantifiers is more difficult to
understand and if it requires an alternation of quantifiers it will be even harder. On the
metaphorical side, the dynamic metaphor that x moves towards a is powerful but is
destroyed when quantifiers are added to make the definition rigorous. In our view, this is
the major difficulty of analysis, in order to understand well the metaphor, the metaphor
has to be broken, and once it is broken, what is there really left? These consideration are
what lead us on the path to nonstandard analysis. Appearing at the context level or more
metaphorically: the part of the result which can be seen without a microscope are
surprisingly well understood and offer no resistance.
A consequence of the definition of the derivative is the microscope equation:
Suppose that f is differentiable at a . Then for any !x

0 there exists !

0

such that

"f (a ) = f (a + "x) # f (a ) = f !(a ) $ "x + % $ "x.

A context level is a level at which f and a appear.
This is called the Increment Equation for f at a with increment !x. It is clear that
"f (a) # 0 , since f !(a ) appears at a context level by definition.

The increment equation can be used to prove theorems which are otherwise quite
!

difficult at introductory level such as the chain rule. Note in particular that this proof also
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covers the case where g !(a ) = 0 .
Chain Rule Let f and g be functions such that g is differentiable at a
and

f

is differentiable at g (a ) . Then the composition

f o g , defined by

( f o g )( x) = f ( g ( x)) , is differentiable at a and
( f o g )!(a ) = f !( g (a )) " g !(a ).
proof
Let !x be ultrasmall. By the Increment Equation for g at a with
increment !x , we have

#g (a ) = g "(a ) $ #x + ! $ #x.
Note that !g (a )

0 , since g !(a ) appears at a context level. Thus, by the

Increment Equation for f at g (a ) with increment !g (a ) , we obtain

#( f o g )(a ) = f ( g (a + #x)) $ f ( g (a )) = f "( g (a )) % #g (a ) + ! % #g (a ).
Dividing by !x yields

f '(g(a)) •

"g(a)
"g(a)
+#•
$ f '(g(a)) • g'(a) .
"x
"x

Continuity

!

Whereas the definition of the derivative remains very close to the definition with
limits, the definition of continuity becomes drastically simpler. Here we use the
traditional writing dx for an ultrasmall increment of the variable with the explicit
condition that dx " 0 but dx ! 0 .
The function is continuous at a if, for ultrasmall dx
"f (a) = f (a + dx) # f (a) $ 0

!

(Ultrasmall obviously refers to a context level which is a level where all parameters of f
and a appear.)

!
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We check the continuity of f : x a x 2 at x = 3 . A context is given by the
parameters 2 and 3. Let dx be ultrasmall, then (3 + dx) 2 ! 32 = 6 " dx + dx 2 . This
difference is ultrasmall because 6 ! dx and dx 2 are ultrasmall hence their sum
also. Therefore f is continuous at 3. In general take dx ultrasmall with respect
to a level where a and 2 appear, then (a + dx) 2 ! a 2 = 2a " dx + dx 2 is ultrasmall.
Notice that by the microscope equation it is immediate that any function
differentiable at a is continuous at a .
The continuity of the sine function (which is often omitted at introductory level)
is straightforward. By Pythagoras, ! sin(" ) is less than the chord which (being a straight
line) is less (in absolute value) than the arclength which is ! . If the arc is ultrasmall, then

! sin(" ) is also ultrasmall.
At Geneva high school it is customary to omit proofs of theorems such as the
extreme value and intermediate value theorems which are given as ``black boxes''. In this
setting, higher level students can prove these using an extra axiom.
Axiom 4: Neighbor. If (relative to some context level) a is not ultralarge, then
there is a number at the context level which is ultraclose to a .
This axiom is used here as equivalent to the completeness of the real numbers.
For students, it is not as easy to understand as the other axioms as they have no notion of
the completeness of the real numbers or of density or compactness. This is why we do not
necessarily attempt to use it with students who take mathematics at compulsory level.
Yet at this stage the students have encountered the neighbor many times in
practice: the derivative is the neighbor of the quotient. The neighbor is unique (which
they have also seen in practice) because, as was pointed out in the first rules, if a and b
appear at a context level and a " b then a = b .
The neighbor principle can be used to define transcendent functions such as
n
x a a x . The students
! know how to define a for integer n and how to extend the
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definition to a p / q . For irrational x , a context level is given by a and x . Let

p
" x.
q

Then a x is defined to be the context neighbor of a p / q . The fact that this is well defined
is maybe lengthy but not specifically difficult ! and may be omitted at introductory
!
level.
An important property of the neighbor is that if a and b appear at the context
level and if x ! [a ; b] then the neighbor of x is in [a ; b] . We leave this exercise to the
reader.
Intermediate Value Theorem Let f be a continuous function on [a ; b]
with

f (a ) < 0 and

f (b) > 0 . Then there exists c , with a < c < b such that

f (c ) = 0 .
proof Context is given by a, b and f . Let N be ultralarge, then
dx = b ! a is ultrasmall. Consider xi = a + i ! dx , then a = x0 and xN = b . There is a
N
point with least index j > 0 such that f ( x j +1 ) ! 0 . By choice of j we have
f ( x j ) < 0 ! f ( x j +1 ).

Let c be the context neighbor of x j (it exists because x j is between a and b )
and c ! [a ; b] . Then x j " c and c " x j +1 because x j " x j +1. By continuity of f at c
we have

!f (c) " f (x j ) #< 0! and

!

f (c) " f (x j +1 ) $ 0.

Hence, but as 0 and f (c) appear at the context level , we conclude that
f (c) " 0 .

!

Even though the proof is not difficult, it is not easy for students. The statement of
!

the theorem itself is much more obvious than its proof and many feel that the proof
obscures the understanding. It is worth showing that a function f : Q " Q does not
satisfy this theorem. The existence of the context neighbor is all we need to characterize
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the real numbers. In a similar way, we can also show that a continuous function attains its
maximum and minimum on a closed interval.

Limits
The concept of limit is not necessary but it is possible to define it in terms of
ultrasmall values. Students need to be prepared to meet limits, and also, in Geneva it is
part of the syllabus. Here, the limit, instead of being the central concept becomes merely
a sort of abbreviation.
For the limit of f when x tends to a , a context level is given by a and f .
There is a limit if there is a value L appearing at the context level, such that f (x) " L
whenever x " a , written in the usual way. It is thus possible to redefine the derivative as
f ( a + h) " f ( a )
. The interesting aspect of this rewriting is that students will have
lim
!
h !0
h
! the classical definition and should thus not be taken aback if, during further studies,
seen

they encounter more traditional teaching.

Integral
Rather than present the complete construction of the integral, we prefer to show
how it is possible to prove that the area under a positive function is given by the
antiderivative.
Consider the area under a positive continuous function f between a and

x . This area will be written A( x) . The context is given by a, f and x . Take
dx > 0 ultrasmall. On [ x ; x + dx] the function has a minimum at m and a
maximum at M . Hence f (m) ! dx " #A( x) " f ( M ) ! dx . Divide by dx , then
!A( x)
f ( m) "
" f ( M ) . As f is continuous at x we have f (m) " f (x) " f (M)
dx
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hence

"A(x)
# f (x) and we conclude that A!( x) = f ( x) .
dx
This is a classical way to show the relation between antiderivative and area but in

!

a classical setting, either it is given merely as a metaphor or it is given with the full limit
definition and again, the advantages of the metaphor are lost. Here, the fact that an
ultrathin slice is ultraclose to the area of an ultrathin rectangle is felt as obvious. What is
used as a metaphor becomes formally correct. As usual, at high school, we assume that
this area exists. The importance of Hrbacek's new approach is crucial here. Because
context levels depends on x and there are always ultrasmall numbers relative to any
context level, the definition of the derivative is the same, whether a point is of the
coarsest level or of any level i.e., the ``proof'' above is valid for any point in an interval.
For the integral of a continuous function from a to b , a context level is given by

f , a and b . Let dx = (b ! a ) / N for ultralarge N and xi = a + i ! dx . The integral is
defined as the context neighbor of the sum of ultrathin slices:
b

%
a

!

N #1

f (x) • dx " $ f (x i ) • dx i
i= 0

The method

The method can be summarized in the following manner. The two main
techniques of analysis are: If a property of a function f is local (a property of f at a )
then this property is studied by observing an ultrasmall neighborhood of a ; f (a ) , i.e.,
by using a + dx . If the property is global (on an interval I ) then this property is studied
by dividing the interval into an ultralarge numbers of even parts.
This requires first to identify a context level. This is given by the list of
parameters. Then it is possible to use ultrasmall or ultralarge numbers with respect to that
level. We keep the part of the result which belongs to the initial level provided it does not
depend on the choice of the ultrasmall or ultralarge number which was used.
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Some consequences are:

• The writing

f !( x) =

df ( x)
dx

which is often found in mathematics books, in this context, is given the meaning it seems
to have: it is a quotient and the different parts can therefore be separated.
• The abstract writing

!

b

a

f ( x)dx can be rewritten with a multiplication symbol

"

b

a

f ( x) ! dx

because it is a sum (up to an ultrasmall) of products of the form f ( x) ! dx where dx is
ultrasmall with respect to a level at which a, b and all parameters needed to define f
appear.
• In differential equations, the manipulations are algebraic on real values and it
is not necessary to introduce abstract forms.

In our view, the main improvement over Robinsonian nonstandard analysis (even
the ``diet'' versions by Keisler (Keisler, 1986) and Stroyan (Stroyan, 1997)) is that we
stay within the real numbers. The construction is axiomatic, hence abstract for students,
but quite straightforward. No complicated machinery is needed. Our syllabus requires
that we introduce the study of the real number system and it is quite problematic to say
that in order to do so, we use hyperreals which we feel cannot be well understood if one
doesn't understand well the real numbers first. The main improvement over Nelsonian
nonstandard analysis is that is is easier to describe which statements are acceptable (those
that refer to a context level or to no level) and the improvement over both approaches is
the simplicity with which the derivative can be defined at all points.
A handbook where the method is used to cover a complete course on one variable
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analysis is in preparation (Hrbacek, O'Donovan, & Lessmann, n.d.).

Students
Students respond well to analysis with ultrasmall numbers. Symbols have more
meaning and because the technical difficulties are not so high, it is possible to keep a
good level of rigor. University professors sometimes complain that students are rather
weak in algebraic techniques. Here, the method is more algebraic than a classical
approach and often reveals these weaknesses in computational technique. This side effect
is more an advantage than a drawback: systematically working with algebraic methods
improves their skills in opposition to the rather ``magical'' side of computing with limits
when the full force of formalism is out of reach.
We do not consider that students should never study the classical ! − ! approach.
It remains a fundamental tool and appears in almost all mathematics courses. Having
different descriptions of the same objects helps understand them better, and it seems
preferable to start with the simpler one, as its teaching can also be a way to introduce the
necessity of rigor which is the essence of mathematics. The transition from the definition
of limit with ultrasmall numbers and the classical definition of limit can be done
rigorously by showing their equivalence or more intuitively by observing that they yield
the same concepts. This last method is what is usually assumed for almost all
mathematical concepts seen at high school and redefined at university. For most students
it means encountering mathematical rigor for the first time, which makes the early days
of science studies hard. Our former students tell us that for them, it was simply another
form of rigor, but nothing fundamentally different.
The use of ultrasmall quantities should not be seen as an attempt to avoid classical
mathematics or as a criticism of some forms of teaching. We believe it is an efficient way
to introduce analysis and make students understand the concepts. At a higher level, it also
provides new insights. We started hesitatingly, but our students convinced us.
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